Quality assessment of combinatorial pooled libraries using mass spectrometry.
Parallel synthesis techniques aim to prepare collections of single compounds which, once tested, can easily be identified by their sole location in the synthesic array. On the other hand, true combinatorial chemistry produces libraries of compounds as mixtures of variable size which require a deconvolution procedure for identification of the active hits or leads. In the latter case, analytical methods are crucial for the success of the strategy and mass spectrometry plays a major role. If the goal is to identify all the library components, including expected products as well as by-products, various mass spectrometric techniques may be necessary. Library components can be separated according to their mass by increasing mass resolution or by their elution time by coupling liquid chromatography and mass spectrometry. The efficiency of such separation techniques are discussed as a function of the size and the degeneracy of the library. Library members possess common structural features which impart similar fragmentation patterns after ionization in the gas phase. This feature can be exploited by tandem mass spectrometry to specifically detect subfamilies of products. Examples of precursor ion scans, product ion scans and constant neutral loss scans will be shown that facilitate partial characterization of libraries. To solve the difficult problem of the quantitative analysis of libraries, i.e., to evaluate their equimolarity, the use of an evaporative light scattering detector (ELSD) or a chemiluminescent nitrogen detector (CLND) is suggested as more appropriate.